Creative practices emerge in relationship with ecologies, spaces and sites, where culture meets geography, where the terrain of the city meets the behaviours of its streets. This article translates the way one dancer has made her home in dance. It is structured around a series of narratives and employs practices of experimental writing in an attempt to capture affective moments. The paradigms that interconnect and inform this writing include practice-led research, contemporary dance, inter-disciplinary studio practices, somatic methodology and dance in tertiary education. Relationships between practices of dancing and writing are at the heart of this paper, which explores how affective spaces created by processes and ecologies of dance might be translated to the page. These auto-ethnographic narratives do not claim to speak for any communities of practice or to map relationships between cities and dancers. Instead, they concentrate on a few specific moments out of many, in the hope that these moments may illuminate a sense of how ecologies of dance, place and community interweave, creating all manner of different kinds of dance-homes, bringing sensoriums of proprioception, touch, connection and listening to the worlds of our cities.
Introduction
A creative practice might be considered a kind of home. The routines and rituals of artistic processes become places of return, forms that ground us and spaces where we bring experiences back in order to make sense of them. Creative practices emerge in relationship with ecologies, spaces and sites, where culture meets geography, where the terrain of the city meets the behaviours of its streets. This article translates the way one dancer, based mostly in Auckland, New Zealand (but also in Dunedin, New Zealand and Melbourne, Australia) has made her home in dance. It is structured around a series of narratives, and employs practices of experimental writing in an attempt to capture affective moments. In employing experimental writing practices, this article occasionally switches authorial points of view and moves from standard to italic font to shift a change of perspective.
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Narratives are formatted with alignment to right margin and italicisation to signal a switch in the authorial point of view.
Is she even really a dancer? If anyone ever asks, it's still difficult for her not to qualify her reply-to say that she's not a real dancer, she choreographs and occasionally performs, she teaches dance and her professional life is based in a dance studies department, but she's not actually a dancer. Dancing is just something she loves and something she does. Aren't 'real' dancers like Olympic athletes-muscular, coordinated, extraordinary and elite? She, on the other hand, has more of a mother's body and rushes home at the end of the day to be with her two young daughters, rather than to daily Pilates or yoga. The problem is that she passionately believes that dance is something that comes with being human, rather than something that specific humans do. She's designed first-year university courses in which inclusivity is the primary philosophy. She thinks that dance is about finding home in our moving, thinking, feeling bodies, and from there dance creates space for ideas to move and to travel, that the limitations of dance are what we perceive dance to be. She, of all people, should be able to proudly stand up as a dancer, so what stops her?
She's previously written about workshopping with dancers on somatic approaches to choreography, outlining priorities of practice that underpin a process of somatic dance making. These included 1) sustainability, 2) release of ambition/doing less 3) organic development and 4) process orientation. In the conclusion to their article on somatic processes, she and her co-author, Katherine Tate, wrote, "The principle of doing less is articulated in a wide range of dance environments. And yet, when there is dance work to be made, our conditioning to work over the top of pain or to let rest take a backseat seems almost irresistible" (Longley & Tate, 2012, p. 241) . In the contemporary dance communities in which she works, expectations and practices of dance as a kind of superhuman activity have extraordinary power and authority. Disrupting these to advocate for dance as a form that is available for any/body, in a cultural space when the perfection of bodies is an increasing preoccupation, can be quite a challenge. The narratives in this article, in their small ways, all attempt to open space for recognition of nonOlympian, ordinary bodies choosing to move as a way to experience and extend their living and knowing.
The paradigms that interconnect and inform this writing include practice-led research, contemporary dance, interdisciplinary studio practices, somatic methodology, performance improvisation, dance in education and community dance. Relationships between practices of dancing and writing are at the heart of this paper, which explores how affective spaces created by processes and ecologies of dance might be translated to the page. The narratives on which this writing rests respond to thorny issues that have motivated her through years of dance research: 1) How to write the somatic; 2) How to have writing emerge out of the logic of dance practice, in a language that carries the felt affect of movement; 3)
What might choreographic ethnography entail. A series of auto-ethnographic narratives form the structure of this paper, as one dance maker grapples with researching dance in relation to embodied thinking, writing and ecology.
Critically engaging with the practice of writing movement

Narrative and affect
Narrative research provides a methodology for practising writing as a means of understanding and analysing experience. In the case of this paper, her intention is to open a space in writing that provides insight into specific fragments of experience grounded in dance communities in Dunedin and Auckland, New Zealand, and Melbourne, Australia. An important value of narrative research as a means to explore complex and layered meanings of arts practice within communities lies in the way it can allow researchers to integrate multiple voices and perspectives within a single text. Music researcher Wayne Bowman writes that Narrative work can show us the multiplicity and diversity behind apparent uniformity; it can highlight the temporality of musical engagement; it can give us vivid accounts of the processes of rupture and change that are music's life blood; it can help recover the processual and ethical qualities in musical action that theory so often neglects or obscures. (Bowman, 2006, p. 11) Bowman also emphasises narrative inquiry's inherent "plurality and complexity" (Bowman, 2006, p. 11) as a methodology which demands some understanding of and ability to meld multiple modes of address within a single text: academic, philosophical, evocative, poetic, storied and situated voices are often interwoven to provide detailed insight into complex interactions. For this reason it is common for narrative and ethnographic methodologies to be interwoven.
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Laurel Richardson (Richardson & St Pierre, 2005 ) is a sociologist and ethnographer who has developed practices and methodologies for articulating research using creative writing techniques, including poetry and storytelling. Her discussion of writing as a method through which ethnographers come to better understand themselves, their work and what it is they know "displays the writing process and the writing product as deeply intertwined; both are privileged. The product cannot be separated from the producer, the mode of production or the method of knowing" (Richardson & St Pierre, 2005, p. 962) . Narrative research insists that one's writing must explore a diversity of approaches, to allow researchers to question and work outside of the strict parameters of an academic model, as well as confidently making use of it. Writing forms, such as fragments, stories, poems, abstract prose or film scripts, are chosen in order to best extend and develop the logic of one's line of inquiry. Working specifically with style, voice, narrative and character also emphasises the vital role of the reader in constructing meaning. Richardson and St Pierre emphasise the post-modern context framing narrative research. They cite Deleuze and Guattari's point that "writing has nothing to do with signifying. It has to do with surveying, mapping, even realms that are yet to come" (Deleuze & Guattari, cited in Richardson & St Pierre, 2005, p. 270) . This paper emphasises narrative writing as a practice that not only occurs through writing about something, but also as a practice of invention that emerges as the body moves to the blank page, pen in hand.
Ethnographies of smaller moments
Ethnographer Manda V. Hicks' methodology for attending to 'unconventional articulations' in ethnographic fieldwork and writing is also influential in this article. Hicks describes such articulations as "vignettes through which my experiences are represented. Things that I didn't laugh at; moments that felt degrading; transformative situations; they were all marked by-made real by-my difference" (2011, p. 52). Reading Hicks' ethnographic account of being a female officer in the US military, one is moved by her account of boredom, rather than heroism; of ordinary everyday practices, rather than dramatic scenes. Hicks writes against the grain to restage the world of military work through a series of conversations, auto-ethnographic accounts and fragments of interview transcripts through a female point of view. It is exactly the everydayness of her accounts, her attention to detail and to the specificity of military life that makes her account so intriguing and unusual. The everydayness of life in specific dance environments in New Zealand and Australia are also a focus of this article. It presents a series of vignettes that aim to conjure a sense of how cities, communities and dance practices feed and form each other, creating possibilities for living, thinking and moving. Instead of writing on a particular choreographic approach or series of performances, it instead evokes the daily labour and human exchanges of studio practice and research process.
Writing practices for thinking with transition and mobility
In his book Parables for the Virtual (Massumi, 2002) The writing tries not only to accept the risk of sprouting deviant, but also to invite it. Take joy in your digressions. Because that is where the unexpected arises. That is the experimental aspect. If you know where you will end up when you begin, nothing has happened in the meantime. You have to be willing to surprise yourself writing things you didn't think you thought. (Massumi, 2002, p. 18) Massumi's discussion of writing as an exercise in movement highlights the position of the writer as one who follows, who digresses, who experiments, who opens space for the unpredictable to occur. Such movement can be spurred by the way writers' position and frame the relationship between text and reader. In the book Certain Fragments, Tim Etchells describes how, in writing, the choice of pronoun strongly affects the nature, quality and tone of his writing:
Perhaps the most useful discovery was in the writing I did describing our work at a distance-referring always to 'they', writing as if Forced Entertainment were some distant, semi-fictional group of people in a country far away. The distance was useful-a fictionalizing manoeuvre that nodded to the versional nature of all history. Along with the distance came other discoveries-a way of intercutting different voices, different layers, eschewing a single line in favor of fragments arranged around a centre that is only ever implied. (Etchells, 1999, p. 16) Dance Research Aotearoa, 4, 2016
In previous research she has employed methodologies for approaching writing through dance practices through experimentation with imagery, translation of somatic sensations, rhythm, page layout, authorial position (as described above in Etchells' account), voice, vocabulary, the texture and surfaces of pages, relationships to atmosphere or space and how different writing styles (narrative, fictional, poetic, academic) might interweave (Longley 2011; Longley & Tate, 2012) . A Deleuzian conception of style emphasises the active way in which ideas come alive through the style of language writers evolve. Deleuze (1995) writes, "Style in philosophy is the movement of concepts. This movement's only present, of course, in the sentences, but the sole point of the sentences is to give it life, a life of its own" (p. 140). This emphasis on style highlights the processual nature of writing as opposed to conceptualisations of writing that assume knowledge is transferred to the page through a neutral language.
One's always writing to bring something to life, to free life from where it's trapped, to trace lines of flight. The language for doing that can't be a homogeneous system, it's something unstable, always heterogeneous, in which style carves differences of potential between which things can pass, come to pass, a spark can flash and break out of language itself, to make us see and think what was lying in the shadow around the words, things we were hardly aware existed. (Deleuze, 1995, p. 141) Deleuze highlights the practice through which ideas are brought into being. In
The Death of the Author, Roland Barthes writes that writing is drawn out of "multiple writings, drawn from many cultures and entering into mutual relations of dialogue" (Barthes, 1977, p. 148) . This conceptualisation of practice highlights the potential co-extensiveness of dancing, writing and everyday life: the specific approach the writer takes to the page, the way she deals with events at the periphery of her attention as she takes pen to paper, whether her expectations are ambitious or exploratory-variables that relate to the life of the practice have a strong bearing on the development and growth of written ideas. Barthes discusses "the set of those 'rules' which predetermine the work-and it is important to distinguish the different coordinates: working time, working space, and the action of writing itself-the 'protocols' of work" (Barthes, 1985, p. 178) .
It is everyday tactics that generate a practice of attention to the way written words play against each other to create affective conceptual spaces. Barthes' notion of the 'grain of the voice' links to Deleuze's conception of style and emphasises an affective dimension or 'grain' that "works at the language-not what it says, but the voluptuousness of its sounds-signifiers, of its letters" (Barthes, 1977, p. 182) . Philsosphers Melissa Greig and Gregory Seigworth define the term affect in The Affect Theory Reader:
Affect is found in those intensities that pass body to body (human, nonhuman, part-body, and otherwise) in those resonances that circulate about, between and sometimes stick to bodies and worlds, and in the very passages or variations between these intensities and resonances themselves. Affect, at its most anthropomorphic, is the name we give to those forces-visceral forces beneath, alongside, or generally other than conscious knowing, vital forces insisting beyond emotion-that can serve to drive us toward movement, toward thought and extension, that can likewise suspend us (as if in neutral) across a barely registering accretion of force relations. (Greig & Seigworth, 2010, p. 1) If, as Greig and Seigworth attest, affect is that felt sense that evades conscious knowledge, how are researchers to translate and communicate the affect of dance experiences? Section two of this writing attempts to do so through moving between different registers of narrative writing style. In attending to specific places, modes of travel, forms of dancing and contexts for dance making and research, this article employs poetic, imagistic and descriptive modes of language in order to connect places with the worlds of creative exchange they are home to.
Metaphor as a technology of intimacy
Dance ethnographer Judith Hamera's book Dancing Communities; Performance, Difference and Connection in the Global City (Hamera, 2007) discusses the role of dance as an everyday practice in creating vital, lively, dynamic cities. While Hamera recognises the importance of the professional dance economy, her book focuses on the intimacy of the human experience of studio life-the way that this fosters specific kinds of human relationships and experiences and the contributions such relationships make to the lives of their cities; real, desiring, emotional subjects come together across multiple dimensions of difference to produce and consume dance because doing so offers real, emotional pleasures. Intimacy is foremost among these.
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It is both a condition for, and a by-product of, the sustained arrangements in dance. Real and vicarious intimacies create and expand possibilities for community within the global city through the accumulation and deepening of inter-personal exchanges. (p. 18) Following Hamera, the three narratives that form this article attend to the practice of dance in relation to the cities that home dance communities, the networks of people for whom dance occupies an important social, aesthetic and cultural place and the ways of knowing that are facilitated by different kinds of dance. For Hamera, the language employed in dance communities and then used to evoke them in her ethnographic research is key in bringing to life the subtle, felt details and somatic experiences that define specific and diverse worlds of dance.
"Metaphor is a technology of intimacy, an in-group discourse that creates coherent, if diverse, communities in the here and now, and a set of protocols designed to make images communicable over time" (Hamera, 2007, p. 32) . The narratives that follow fold writing around place, dance practice, people and somatic perception together in order to evoke three auto-ethnographic accounts of three of her homes in dance.
Section three: Narratives of dance-place
Dunedin
Dunedin is a small university town at the bottom of the world. You will find Dunedin in the south of New Zealand's South Island, on the east coast, not too far from Antarctica. It is an intimate city where one can easily travel by foot, without the need for buses or cars, through a geography of hills and valleys. Albatrosses ride ocean swells to coastal cliffs, and southerly winds from inland mountains make the air alive and crisp, and in winter, bitterly cold, sending everyone indoors.
Perhaps this is why Dunedin produces, or provides, a home for an inordinate number of artists-there is a sense here of rural life, of the intensity of landscape and the majesty of weather, the simplicity of travelling and the spaciousness of being in a place relatively free from the demands of urban density.
She winds her way down the hill, noticing the early blooming of magnolias, to a workshop in contact improvisation led by Nancy Stark-Smith. A friend has persuaded her to go, describing Steve Paxton as the Picasso of contemporary dance and Nancy as his partner in developing a dance form that, apparently, would be unlike anything she'd ever done before. So, despite her having next to no dance experience at all, she enters through the heavy doors of the University of Otago's school of Physical Education, barely aware of what an extraordinary occurrence it is for Nancy Stark-Smith to be touring New Zealand and Australia. The next three days change the course of her life. Weeks later she's studying choreography and contemporary technique. The dance community in Dunedin is small and the community of contemporary dancers engaged in performance making there welcome her into the fold-her experience in theatre direction, play writing, dramaturgy and performance makes up (some distance) for her lack of technical ability. There is ample space for beginning dancers to explore diverse forms of creative practice within the teaching style of the University of Otago Dance Studies Programme, with its emphasis on somatic methodologies, improvisation frameworks, community dance, dance in education, and choreography as research. Aged only 23, a rare strain of lung cancer was taking Caroline's breath right away. 
Dancing can be infinite, it leaves traces, it becomes new with every dancer
Melbourne
After Caroline's funeral, it was time for a change, and she found herself snaking the lock of her borrowed bike around the gate of Melbourne's Cecil Street Studio, home of a weekly contact improvisation jam as well as a wide range of dance classes. Walking through downtown Melbourne, Australia, it's hard not to come across universities, art galleries, theatres, cafes and restaurants. Trams and trains churn through the streets, bicycles flutter down laneways-it's usually either freezing cold or blindingly hot but there is always good food and coffee nearby, which, it turns out, can make up for pretty much anything. Melbourne is the artistic capital of Australia with an endless palette of creative practices circulating through the veins of this place-a core part of the oxygen keeping the city alive.
She's arrived here a stranger and finds her home through dancing-arriving at a contact jam in a new country for the first time, one is an intimate stranger.
Within a few minutes of entering the studio she's had people undressing and redressing in the close space beside her, she's been welcomed in, she's found a place among the patterns of dancers into a familiar and personal movement ritual-roll to press to rise to soften to lift to fall to sink to connect to locate the tension in muscles to roll it out as if dough-attention sits in kinesthetic sensation but awareness extends to the body of the room, every dancer a connected part of one body so that a movement here ricochets its affect throughout, there's a kind of open attention to space and dynamic, their bodies enter into a space of becoming together. Many dances occur simultaneously, spilling into the space's wide arms.
She is at once familiar and foreign. She finds herself dancing with strangers, skin the place of meeting, weight the point of connection, gravity the focus of attention. Together engaged in discovery of the infinitely complex play between movement dynamics, momentum and space-a process of not knowing but following. It's research in what it is to have a body, achieved through connecting with others-at once intimate and impersonal, incredibly close and not so. She at once feels that she knows this language and is intensely vulnerable, afraid that the world of practice she knows will not be good enough here. She keeps moving, through the gruelling selfjudgment of being rubbed raw by one's newness, and through the glimpses of spacious delight in finding new possibilities of travel.
After the jam ends (it runs relatively strictly from 6pm to 8pm) there's an open invitation to go for a beer in the pub across the road on Brunswick Street-it isn't hard to get to know people when you have moved with them, although you've barely spoken you are no longer strangers, you've already been listening to each other for hours. This is how she finds her home in Melbourne, she meets people first by moving, by working at the edges of what she knows of movement, space and performance, in an expansive space that invites imagination, touch, unpredictability, challenge, aesthetics, a sense of flow, (for her) an intensified sense of life. After class, after warming down, there's often a chance to hang out and socialise. She finds her first apartment through an email sent through the dance community and pretty soon another dancer has turned up in need of a place to stay. She invites him in and soon her house has visitors. She soon moves from being a stranger in a strange city to being part of a community, and to being an active part of that community, enrolled as a PhD student in performance research.
To get to Victoria University, which sits on the edges of Melbourne City, you pass through the suburb of Footscray. This place is home to many South East Asian communities, and English feels very much like a second language. As she crosses the suburb to the university for the first time, she's slightly bewildered by a texture of affects. She feels lost although the route is relatively simple, and when she asks people for directions, mostly they do not understand her. This setting matches her sense of what it is to begin a practice-led PhD in dance, with a clear sense of direction and a sense of the route, but each attempt to clarify particular meanings seeming to confuse more and more. University-simple terms become infinitely complex-terms taken for granted become hives of dissent. There is a world of affects that contextualise her experience of PhD-ness, the trip from the Footscray train station to Libby's office, Libby's supervision, supporting her to allow her research to emerge through practice. She sends Libby an extensive literature review and Libby's replies, "Great work, this is very useful. Now put it to the side and keep making things in the studio, and let's see what happens from there …" She loves this department of performance, the fact that this is the only university she knows of anywhere that allows a PhD to be submitted without any accompanying written material (although for her PhD she ends up writing a full-length thesis alongside an extensive creative folio). There is a valuing of embodied knowledge and critical thinking through practice that seems almost taken for granted-a kind of freedom to follow, to find out in the doing … and then she's rehearsing and writing and developing practices for writing experimentally, folding the kinesthetic into the page.
PERFORMANCE TEXTS: INTERWEAVING THE PRACTICES OF WRITING AND DANCING
PhD Provisional Year Proposal Alys Longley Entrance
What is the game that we enter into, as you begin to read the crisp white • green sand;
• pepper of your throat;
• stands;
• a series of straight lines;
• adorned by leaves;
• adorn my hands;
• invisible, this scent as;
• strong as consonants;
• aligned in strands of;
• biting memory;
• the land of nerve and more than this. I said to you, before, I said, "I want to lead you down streets and into open spaces so that you are breathing the experience these letters concoct." Entering a rehearsal is like entering a bedroom. The space is so delicate, infinitely private. You would never know how aromatic the flesh beneath the skin of an orange is until you pierce the outer layer of its skin.
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And how might I describe that private world of the dance rehearsal? And why should I?
As a writer, it is a wonderful ask, so complicated-opening up space.
Writing about dance extends what words can do. The rehearsal process is a largely silent space within dance research; it is often written about in shorter pieces of writing, in fragments or in terms of the performance, the end product. However, little attention has been paid to models for writing out of dance-how to invent vocabulary, how dance and writing interrelate and shift each other's potentials for meaning. This study aims to explore how dance ideas and the perceptions unique to them can be reflected upon and represented through solo performance, writing and an artistic mode of bookmaking. I will ask questions such as, which styles of literature might dance writers draw from in order to extend what the field of dance studies is able to express of its practices? What potentials to meet the movement inherent in dancing might the book as a kinesthetic object, or language as a spoken rather than an exclusively written form, or treating writing as a form of drawing, contain?
As dance continues its becoming as an academic discourse, the writing structures created for disseminating, archiving, articulating and ordering practice will both enable and constrain what dance researchers are able to express. This study explores interrelationships between dance and writing in order to map out ways that language might fold and crease from dance experience. This involves creating methodologies for the practice of writing that begin with movement. It will discuss the creation of vocabularies of response to moving experiences such as sensation, internal processes such as compression and expansion, interoception or exteroception, spaces within a body and pathways of a body through space.
Auckland
It's while she is completing this PhD that she finds herself flying over the Tasman Sea, to a job at The University of Auckland. As the plane coasts into the city, she knows she is at home by the intense sea blues and grass greens. This isthmus-city is framed by harbours, the land pencil slim at the city centre. She's here to create and teach a first year dance course catering to diversity and difference, a course that can be taken by any student across the university as an interest paper. She 
Conclusion
The above narratives provide glimpses and snapshots of one dancer's experience in three different sites. They highlight the way in which ecologies of landscape, creative practice and community intersect, creating a sense of belonging as the author travels in different cities. This choreographic ethnography invites somatic awareness to flicker through its sentences in order for the logic of dancing to have some presence in this writing. Such awareness moves through affect, through attending to the tone or felt sense of a particular kinesthetic state and attempting to translate that state into the poetics of language. These are intimate stories.
They do not claim to speak for any communities of practice or to map relationships between cities and dancers. Instead, they concentrate on a few specific moments out of many, in the hope that these moments may illuminate a sense of how ecologies of dance, place and community interweave, creating all manner of different kinds of dance-homes, bringing sensoriums of proprioception, touch, connection and listening to the worlds of our cities.
